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About This Game

If you throw a bag filled with water, it will explode like a small bomb. You will be amazed, throwing them at objects and see
how these bags are gone. In this game, the packages explode by touching various objects, like pedestrians, birds, cops. When
you hit a policeman you'll get a penalty, it leads to game over. If you hit pedestrians and birds you raise your score, you can

spend it to improve. Join this exciting and addictive game and get more bonuses!
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Title: PeoplePackages
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
StalkerAlex
Publisher:
StalkerAlex.
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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Can never go wrong with endless waves. this game is challenging yet fun. its especially fun when you play cooperatively with
friends.. TO DEVS,

WHAT WERE YOU THINKING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

TO BUYERS,
DONT YOU DARE BUY THIS 'GAME'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. This is the best game i played this year
-no bugs
-no glitches
-many secrets to find
-the big amout o levels which is 8 and trust me, that's a lot
-many weapons to select
-many enemies to defeat
-many achievements to unlock
-no microtransactions and dlcs to pay for
-music is amazing
there isn't a single flaw in this game, when buying this game you should buy also a copy for your friends and aditional 10 copies
in case of meeting new people. Absolutely fantastic. Please remake more classic shooters in this way!. This is a gorgeous yuri
game! The art, voice acting, and music are all fantastic. This is a must-play for fans of the genre. I'm already halfway through
the second game and I'm hooked. I hope JAST USA localizes the rest of this series!. the game is very bare feature-wise right
now but that said.. you'll be having fun either epicly striking or flopping your way to victory within minutes.

can't wait to see how this comes along
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Released in 2013 and so few reviews (at the time I wrote this) AMAZING! Even bad games get more attention then this, and
this is by no means a bad game.

Well the story is basically revamping civilization but not in the usual RPG way. This is a time management game played by
levels with certain goals to achieve at each level. (Similiar to how Faerie Solitaire, Labors of Hercules or even Tales of the
Orient have level goals.) Break boulders, fix roads, reconstruct houses, construct water towers, clear waterways, mine ore, etc,
etc, and try to do it under the certain time limits to recieve a gold, silver, or bronze trophy. Relatively easy because the game
does not speed up like Diner Dash or Dr. Daisy:Pet Vet, and it is long because it has an actual storyline. Not an overly
complicated story as our inventor friend moves from place to place fixing things like roads and houses and bringing "invention"
back to each place improving the overall quality of life for the inhabitants.

Fun, easy, family oriented game or simply a game to play while taking a break from anything or everything else.. Not enough
content for an $8 price tag although, if the devs put some work into adding more content and making this a decent release once
it leaves Early Access (and that's a big "if"), then this might be worth it some day on sale for $4 or what have you.

A little background, I drive powered equipment at work and that includes a fork truck so I picked this up since it piqued my
interest. I've driven fork trucks in games like GTA and the like but nothing dedicated to a realistic fork truck driving experience
so I figured I give this game a try to see how it measured up.

It's not bad as far as the driving goes. One thing I was curious about was the POV since you often have to move around in a fork
truck, leaning out, leaning forward, looking up, looking behind, etc, to make sure you're lined up, aren't about to smash into
things, aren't about to stab something, etc and this game gets around that by giving you two forms of mouse look. The default
lets you lean left\/right\/forward\/back and holding left-click lets you look like you would in an FPS game. Pretty handy
although I wish there was a toggle mode for this since you don't often use both types at the same time. I still have some issues
with the driving but nothing major.

The main flaw is the lack of content and polish. It's Early Access but it's being sold for $8 so I won't hold back criticisms.You
get a couple small levels and you can move pallets around within them. Your goals only include taking a pallet marked "target"
and moving it to a "destination" area. Both are randomly chosen as you play. There is no way to damage the goods (although you
can flip them over or cause them to be unrecoverable) and the destination zone is very loose so the "Challenge" in the title is a
bit misleading. In a normal warehouse space is a big concern so you don't get to just loosely toss a pallet somewhere. You
normally have to pack them into a rack like sardines without damaging anything. The game also lacks some polish like a way to
back out of menus or reset the fork truck if you roll it over. Nothing that can't be fixed in time.

Overall, it might one day be a decent title for simulator fans but right now I don't feel it's worth $4 let alone $8 so hold off and
maybe check back in later to see if it's been improved. I will certainly update this review if that happens.. Convoy missions ruin
the game sad. First got addicted to mobile version, then fell in love with the desktop version. I have roughly 600 hours in this
game across both platforms and it is still one of the most addictive games I have ever played.. So I've played through the first
two chapters (which as far as I can tell is all there is at this point), and I have to say I was highly disappointed. The dialogue is
very juvenile, it really seems like a early teenage guy trying to sound super tough. As far as actual game play goes I would start
by suggesting more payoff of exploration, by which I mean beyond the office there really isn't much you can click on or
investigate. I'm not a huge fan of the blocky graphics but that is mostly just a personal preferance. The final thing I have to say
about this slightly dull game with potential is that at no point in any game have I ever thought to myself "Gee if only I could
actually watch my character\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that would make this experience so much better". While I
won't be reccomending this game anytime soon, I will certainly play the next two episodes when they come out in hopes that
there is improvement :). This is an amazing game, that is not about preventing your death. No matter what, eventualy you will
die, but it's about living the best life possible. Get married have kids, or fall in love with all the ladies. It's up to you how you
want to spend your life, but you will always remeber the road you didn't choose, the kid you didn't save, the child you never had.
You can even be a homosexual if you are in to that kinda stuff.
I would recomend this game to anyone who is willing to slowley dicover a new beutiful world with all sorts of goodies and
monsters
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STEAM GIVE ME MY BADGE!. how do i get naruto 7th. Villagers falls into what feels like a resurgence in genre currently,
the city builder. It does so well at doing what it does best, it looks pretty darn good, plays really well and I've yet to come across
any bugs bar the one I mention in the video. It has alot of gameplay to sink into and alot of challenges to try and attempt to get
past, hope you're ready for spending the wee hours playing!

Check out my first impressions here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cGkdegojmU
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